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GREENWICH SERVICES

SETTLE-CARLISLE LINE

In the article about Southeastern
(Javelins in 1066 country; June
issue) reference is made to the
London Bridge project, and the draft
timetable for 2015/16. It is reported
another proposal that created a
stir was the idea of diverting the
06.39 ex-Ore to Charing Cross...
Southeastern has tweaked the
North Kent service to fit the Ore
train into Cannon Street, plus an
evening return'.
Unfortunately for commuters on
the North Kent line via Greenwich,
this 'tweaking' involves the complete
removal of one up train in the
morning peak. It seems the wellheeled and vocal commuters from
Kent/Sussex are being given priority
by Southeastern over the Greenwich
commuters.
In the evening peak, the
Greenwich line is set to lose three
trains out of London, giving a poorer
service in the peak hour than in the
non-peak hours!This is despite an
earlier assurance from Southeastern,
given only in December 2013, that,
with the removal of Spa Road
Junction, all the direct Charing
Cross services off the Greenwich
line would be diverted into Cannon
Street.This simply is not happening.

Alan Williams'column in the June
2014 issue gives food for thought.
For the past two years the Friends
of the Settle-Carlisle Line have
been preparing their case for the
next Northern franchise and in the
process have been talking to the
Department forTransport at all
levels from the Secretary of State
downwards. We have found them
receptive to our ideas and have
established an ongoing dialogue
that we hope will ultimately
bear fruit.
We are aware that the level of
subsidy has been reduced for the
two-year extension of the Northern
Rail franchise, but fortunately that
has not had an impact on train
services. Alan Williams says that
the Invitation to Tender for the
next Northern franchise will insist
on further deep reductions in the
level of subsidies: Northern has the
largest subsidy of any train operating
company in England.

Passengers using the Greenwich
line get no benefitfromthe vast
amount of public money being
pumped into the London Bridge
project. We lose our direct Charing
Cross services permanently, for three
years we cannot change at London
Bridge to reach Charing Cross, and
now services are being cut at a time
when passenger usage on the line
has increased by 2.8% in the last
year. Compared to other parts of the
Southeastern Metro and main line
services, we feel like the poor relation
tucked away in our corner of south
east London.
The London Bridge project is a
good project, and the rebuilt station
should be one suitably fitting for the
21 st century. But can we please have
a new junction at North Kent East, so
that when it is all over, direct trains to
Charing Cross can be restored?
MIKE SPARHAM
Convenor, Greenwich
Line Users'Group
London SE3

Now, how about we stop thinking
of northern England as one massive
black hole for subsidies? The long
distance routes such as YorkBlackpool and Leeds-Carlisle are very
differentfromthe commuter services
in the metropolitan areas. Our ontrain passenger surveys have shown
that quite a few of the Northern Rail
services on the Settle-Carlisle line
are already profitable, thanks in part
to the success of the Settle-Carlisle
Railway Development Company in
attracting group bookings from tour
operators. If the Treasury could see
fit to sanction justa small injection
of cash into better quality trains
for the long distance rural routes,
we could do a great deal more for
the local economy by attracting
more passengers who would spend

money in the area. Subsidy? No, it's
called investment in order to get
a return.
RICHARD MORRIS
Chairman, Friends of
the Settle-Carlisle Line

BEDFORD

Your article on the East Midlands
in the June issue refers to major
work planned for Derby, now
that remodelling at Nottingham
is complete. However, neither the
East Midlands nor theThameslink
projects appear to include any work
at Bedford.
The restricted layout at Bedford
is such that up East Midlands trains
calling there (generally two trains per
hour) have to cross to the slow lines
and share a platform with terminating
Thameslink services.There is frequent
congestion, with trains being held at
signals outside the station awaiting
a platform, as well as the severe
time penalty imposed by this
manoeuvre. It would have helped had
Platform 3 been provided with direct
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turnouts to and from the up fast when
the station was rebuilt in the 1980s,
instead of up East Midlands trains
having to use the bidirectional down
slow: these crossovers could still be
provided as a short-term solution.
Congestion here can only increase
with the full Thameslink timetable,
plus an additional one passenger tph
and freight from Oxford over EastWest Rail. Currently there is a single
four-car bay platform at Bedford for
terminating trains from Bletchley, but
through freight would have to wend
its way through platforms 1 or 2.
Platform 4 at Bedford was added
later on the down fast and this has
eased the problem for northbound
East Midlands trains. A more
permanent solution would be to
slew the down fast to the other
side of this, with a new platform
face creating an island platform,
with Platform 4 becoming an up
(or reversible) platform loop.The
existing through up fast would
remain in place.This would require
realignment of the down fast, and

